CLEAR GRAVEL GUARD “Colour Your Gravel Guard”

Part Number 101000 Stock BCG3 Quart 850ml
Colour: Clear

Description:
A unique very tough and resilient stone chip protector that is crystal clear. Can be applied directly over the painted surface to protect the paint from stone chips, abrasion, sand etc. Will not yellow. Colour paint may be added to the can giving an almost exact colour match.

Features:
- Easily applied direct schutz type can with Sure Seal applicator BUPA
- Fast drying with good build up and texture
- Paint can be added to the can for colour match
- High resin content
- No odor when dry
- OEM appearance and texture
- Paintable or add paint
- Manufactured from superior resins only!

Application Instructions:
1. Shake can vigorously, for at least three minutes.
2. Application by schutz type gun: Keep gun 18 to 24 inches from area being sprayed and pressure at 50 psi.
3. Apply 2 or 3 even coats for full coverage
4. Apply by moving steadily and evenly
5. Allow each coat to flash off for 5 minutes between coats.
6. Over-spray can be cleaned up with Sure Solve BSS Part 10058 solvent.
7. For many applications Clear Guard may have the paint added then start with step 1 as shown above
8. Allow Clear Colour you Gravel Guard to dry for a minimum 4 hours at (80°F) before painting.

Surface Preparation
1. Remove all loose paint, rust and dirt from areas to be undercoated with wire brush. Repair rust.
2. Clean the area to be sprayed with DSS Sure Solv Stock BSS Part 10058 or a high quality wax, and silicone remover.
3. Rusted metal should be repaired and treated with DSS Rust remover Stock BRO Part 10044 available in gel or liquid form
4. Lighly scuff bare metal areas that are to be treated.

Note: Avoid applying any materials on or near catalytic converters, mufflers due to extreme heat.
In the event the MSDS (Material Safety Data Sheet) on this product is not in your files, you can request one from Dominion Sure Seal Regulatory Compliance at 1800 265-0790, ext. MSDS.